This is Hubert H. McAlexander’s twelfth book. He has written biographies of the writers Sherwood Bonner
(Louisiana State University Press and a paperback edition by University of Tennessee Press) and Peter Taylor
(Louisiana State University Press). In addition to these and other literary endeavors, he has published
historical works on North Mississippi. They include A Southern Tapestry (Donning Press) and a history of
Strawberry Plains Audubon Center (University Press of Mississippi). In the present book, he gathers some of
his own writing, interesting bits from people long dead, and essays, some of which he encouraged and edited,
by other talented writers with a Mississippi past. The result is this mosaic that presents an encyclopedic
overview of North Mississippi.

This work offers glimpses of North Mississippi from the time the Chickasaws (led by powerful mixed-blood
families) were forced by give up the last of their Mississippi lands and move west. We see settlers flocking to
our homeland (billed as cotton’s last empire), buying land, building, and establishing institutions. The 1850’s
issued in a golden age of great prosperity. This ended with a destructive war.
After the war, a culture reformed itself. Throughout the decades, a literary strain was developing. Under the
influence of this peculiar history and the problems of race emerged a great genius and his creation Yoknapatawpha.
The Nautilus Publishing Company is proud to announce the launch of From the Chickasaw Cession to
Yoknapatawpha: Historical and Literary Essays on North Mississippi, compiled and edited by Hubert
McAlexander.
From the Chickasaw Cession to Yoknapatawpha contains essays from both historical and contemporary sources,
including Hubert McAlexander himself, and Sherwood Bonner. They cover such subjects as early Cession
politics, important families in North Mississippi, significant homes, and Civil War history. All 50 essays help
to paint a rich picture of North Mississippi’s history.
Hubert McAlexander is a respected historian. He taught at the University of Georgia for more than 50 years,
and there is an endowed Hubert H. McAlexander Chair of English position at the University of Mississippi.
McAlexander is the author of 12 previous books, including biographies of Sherwood Bonner and Peter Taylor
and a history of the Strawberry Plains Audubon Center. In 2002, he was nominated for a Pulitzer Prize for
“Peter Taylor: A Writer’s Life.”
From the Chickasaw Cession to Yoknapatawpha is a must-read for all those interested in Southern history. It
will be available at fine bookstores everywhere beginning November 1. For more information, visit
www.nautiluspublishing.com/product/from-the-chickasaw-cession-to-yoknapatapwha-by-hubert-mcalexander
or call 662-513-0159.

